EDITORIAL INTRODUCTION

TRADITION, CHANGE, AND THE ROLE OF THE WORLD COUNCIL OF COMPARATIVE EDUCATION SOCIETIES

The articles in this collection are revised versions of papers presented at the 11th World Congress of Comparative Education, held in Korea in July 2001. This introductory article explains the background of the event at which the papers were presented and shows how they may be viewed within the context of broader trends in the field of comparative education. This field has undergone certain major shifts over the decades. Some of these shifts have been evident in the work of the World Council of Comparative Education Societies (WCCES), an umbrella body which currently encompasses 30 national, regional and language-based bodies in the field. The most visible activities of the WCCES since its creation in 1970 have been a series of World Congresses of Comparative Education. The 11th World Congress was hosted by the Korean Comparative Education Society (KCES), and held at the Korean National University of Education at Chungbuk. The event brought together 400 some specialists in comparative education from all regions of the globe.

The theme of the World Congress was “New Challenges, New Paradigms: Moving Education into the 21st Century”. Since new challenges and paradigms can of course only be identified with reference to old ones, the overall title for this collection of articles makes reference to continuing traditions as well as to new developments.

This introductory article begins by providing further information on the WCCES. It then turns to some historical traditions before focusing on the ways in which the field is changing with the new century.

The WCCES and its constituent societies

The first article in the collection, by David Wilson, was the Presidential Address at the 11th World Congress. Wilson had been President of the World Council from 1996, and was completing his second term of office. Since the article includes commentary on the nature of the WCCES, some details can be omitted here. However, it is still useful to provide some contextual information.

The WCCES was formed 1970, having evolved from an International Committee of Comparative Education Societies which had been convened by Joseph Katz, of the University of British Columbia in Canada, in 1968 (Epstein 1981: 261). Five societies came together to form the Council, namely:

• the Comparative & International Education Society (CIES) of the USA, founded in 1956;
• the Comparative Education Society in Europe (CESE), founded in 1961,
• the Japanese Comparative Education Society (JCES), founded in 1964,
• the Comparative & International Education Society of Canada (CIESC), founded in 1967, and
• the Korean Comparative Education Society (KCES), founded in 1968.

It is worth noting that two of the five were Asian societies. Some scholars have asserted that the field of comparative education was first established in Europe and then spread to the USA before reaching other parts of the world (see e.g. Epstein 1994; Sherman Swing 1997; Gu 2001). An alternative view might be that the field had multiple origins (Halls 1990; Zhang and Wang 1997); but it is undeniable that significant work was developed in Europe during the 19th century and that developments were paralleled by work in the USA during the first half of the 20th century. Towards the end of the 20th century, however, an increasing volume of work was being conducted in Asia (Kobayashi 1990; Bray and Gui 2001), and this greatly shifted the global balance. The fourth World Congress in 1980 was held in Asia, hosted by the JCES with an official pre-Congress event organised by the KCES. The fact that the World Congress was again held in Asia in 2001 was both a reflection of and a stimulus for further development in the region.

The development of comparative education in the region, it must be admitted, was not entirely linear or smooth. The Comparative Education Society of India (CESI), for example, was launched with vigour in 1979 but during the 1980s and 1990s gradually fell into neglect. The society did send a representative to the meeting of the WCCES Executive Committee at the time of the 11th World Congress, and that representative had hopes of reviving the society. However, the task was to inject life into a body which had been practically dormant for over a decade.

In contrast was the fact that the World Council had over the years admitted a number of other Asian societies which had been very active. These were:

• the Chinese Comparative Education Society-Taipei (CCES-T), which was established in 1974 and entered the World Council in 1990;
• the China Comparative Education Society (CCES), founded in 1979 and admitted to the World Council in 1984;
• the Comparative Education Society of Hong Kong (CESHK), created in 1989 and admitted to the World Council in 1992; and
• the regional Comparative Education Society of Asia (CESA), which was established in 1995 and joined the World Council in 1996.

In addition, a Philippines Comparative Education Society was formed in 2002 and admitted to the World Council in the same year.

These events are listed because they formed part of the context for the deliberations of the 11th World Congress. Previous Congress organisers have
found that the location of the Congress has had a significant impact on the characteristics of the events. The previous congresses had been held in Canada (1970), Switzerland (1974), United Kingdom (1977), Japan (1980), France (1984), Brazil (1997), Canada (1989), Czechoslovakia (1992), Australia (1996), and South Africa (1998). As might be expected, the Congresses in Europe had particularly strong representation from Europe, while the one in Africa had the largest ever participation of Africans. The 11th World Congress followed this pattern, with particularly strong representation from Asia. To some extent, this is reflected in the balance of papers presented here.

Continuity and change in comparative education

Benchmarks in the field

One useful benchmark for the field is a pair of special numbers of the journal Comparative Education published in 2000 and 2001. The first (Crossley and Jarvis 2000a) was stimulated by the turn of the millennium in the Western calendar, and was entitled Comparative Education for the Twenty-first Century. The eight contributors were members of the journal’s UK-based editorial board. The second special number (Crossley and Jarvis 2001), entitled Comparative Education for the Twenty-first Century: An International Response, contained work by 10 authors based in six different countries. The pair of special numbers could not claim representation of perspectives from all world regions, let alone all major disciplinary perspectives; but the pair did make valuable statements about the evolution and current state of the field.

The pair of millennial special numbers themselves used as a benchmark an earlier special number, published in 1977 and entitled Comparative Education: Its Present State and Future Prospects (Grant 1977). That publication had been timed to contribute to the 3rd World Congress of Comparative Education, held in the United Kingdom. Noting evolution in the field since 1977, Crossley and Jarvis observed (2000b: 261) that:

The significance of continuity with the past emerges as a core theme in the collective articles and many contributions echo a number of still fundamental issues raised previously in 1977. Most notably these include: the multi-disciplinary and applied strengths of the field; “the complexities of this kind of study”; the dangers of the “misapplication of findings”; the importance of theoretical analysis and methodological rigour; the (often unrealised and misunderstood) policy-oriented potential; and the enduring centrality of the concepts of cultural context and educational transfer for the field as a whole.

At the same time, Crossley and Jarvis noted that the world had changed significantly since 1977. In particular, they observed (2000b: 261) that most contributors to the millennial special number saw the future of the field in a
more optimistic but more problematic light than had been the case in 1977. This was attributed to a combination of factors, and in particular:

the exponential growth and widening of interest in international comparative research, the impact of computerised communications and information technologies, increased recognition of the cultural dimension of education, and the influence of the intensification of globalisation upon all dimensions of society and social policy world-wide.

Crossley and Jarvis (2000b: 263) also observed a number of new directions for the field, including “new substantive issues, and the potential of more varied and multi-level units of analysis, including global, intra-national and micro-level comparisons”. Each of these deserves elaboration and commentary in connection with the present set of articles.

**Tools for research and communication**

Wilson’s article in the present collection is directly concerned with the tools used in the field of comparative education for research and communication. Taking a historical approach, Wilson notes that the primary modes of communication used by early practitioners were correspondence with like-minded colleagues, and publications of descriptions, analyses and theories about education and training in different countries. Correspondence and publications remain primary modes of communication, but the media through which the correspondence and publications are conducted have undergone significant changes. Wilson highlights the importance of the Internet and other computer-based technologies, observing that:

The advent of web pages at international organisations and national statistical services has revolutionised how basic research is undertaken in our field. The development of Internet search engines a decade ago and meta-search engines five years ago has also transformed our research capabilities.

Wilson also notes that the advent of desktop publishing by means of personal computers has contributed to the proliferation of journals and books. Most of these journals and books remain paper productions; but some exist in both paper and electronic form, and a few are exclusively in electronic form. Most analysts agree that the trend of increased use of electronic media will continue. Yet just as the use of radio did not disappear after the invention of television, paper books and journals are unlikely to disappear despite the invention of electronic communications. The precise nature of the mix, however, is likely to vary in different countries and parts of those countries. Some countries, institutions, social groups and individuals are more prosperous and more adventurous than others, and therefore better placed to invest in the new technologies. This itself can be a useful subject for comparative analysis.

Further, the advent of information technologies is not universally
welcomed. The opening remarks at the 11th World Congress by the Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Education & Human Resources Development of the Republic of Korea (Han 2001: 2) noted that the increased access to information had, in addition to its positive benefits, exposed children and others to “a flood of harmful and devious information”. He called on parents, teachers, civil sectors and governments to work together to address this problem; and, presenting a specific challenge for comparative educationists, he continued:

In this age of information, I believe educators must realize the significance of wisdom as “know-why” as well as knowledge as “know-how”. Knowledge is not merely a sum of information. And wisdom is more than a sum of knowledge. Wisdom, knowledge, and information should always go together, but the most valuable among these is wisdom.

Foci and topics

Some topics in the field of comparative education have been popular for decades. Among them are issues of power and control, education for national development, importation of educational ideas, and reform of education. These themes are certainly represented in the present collection of articles. Thus Morgan’s article focuses on the hegemony of Western conceptions of science in Indigenous societies; Endo is concerned with issues of decentralisation and the education of minorities; Fujikane shows how curricula in some countries have been shaped by patterns in other countries; and Rao et al. show contrasting patterns in the development of primary education in China and India.

Yet, while some themes in comparative study of education have been longlasting, others have arisen relatively recently in conjunction with broader economic, political and social evolution. Morgan points out that in Western science, a new age emerged in the 1960s, “driven by theories of postmodernism, postcolonialism and feminism . . . that were not as reliant upon concrete conceptions of reality as Western sciences were perceived to be”. These theories have impacted on the field of comparative education as well as on other domains. Thus the 9th World Congress of Comparative Education was on the theme “Tradition, Modernity and Postmodernity in Comparative Education”, and the collection of papers based on that Congress (Masemann and Welch 1997) contained articles not only about postmodern relativism (Young 1997) but also feminism (Blackmore 1997). Similarly, the collection of papers from the 10th World Congress of Comparative Education (Soudien et al. 1999) included one by Tickly (1999) on postcolonialism and comparative education. Other writings which have shown the impact of such theories on comparative education include Cowen (1996), Rust (2000) and Lather (2000). In the present collection, Morgan’s article has clear links to this vein of literature, and the articles by Schulte and Numata are allied.

Another major theme which developed during the 1990s focused on what
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